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Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the
publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product.Maximize the latest iCloud capabilitiesThis all-new edition of How To Do Everything:
iCloud fully covers iCloud’s versatile features and offers step-by-step directions on how to use
each one, including Shared Photo Streams, the iWork for iCloud apps, and iCloud Keychain.
You’ll learn how to set up iCloud, transfer and sync app-specific data, documents, files, photos,
music, and other content among your computers and iOS mobile devices.Use iCloud with your
Mac, iPhone, iPad, iPad mini, and iPod touchMigrate from Apple MobileMe to iCloudLearn new
iCloud features, including Shared Photo Streams, iWork for iCloud online apps, iCloud Keychain,
and much moreManage your digital music library and iTunes purchases with iCloudUse the
Premium iTunes Match serviceStore and manage your digital photos with My Photo
StreamShare your digital images with others using iCloud’s Shared Photo StreamsSync files
and documents among computers and iOS devicesManage and sync your Safari bookmarks,
reading list, and passwords using iCloud and iCloud KeychainWork with iWork for iCloudLearn
about other cloud-based servicesSync and share apps, app-related data, and eBooks among
iOS mobile devices and your computer(s)Back up your iPhone and iPad with iCloudStream
Apple TV content to your HD TVLocate a Lost Mac, iPhone, iPad or iPod touch with iCloud’s
Find My… featureManage your iCloud email accountTroubleshoot iCloud-related problems

From the PublisherJason R. Rich is the bestselling author of more than 55 books, including How
to Do Everything Digital Photography, How To Do Everything iPhone 5, and How To Do
Everything MacBook Air. He is also a regular contributor to Geek magazine and currently has
more than 12,500 Twitter followers (@JasonRich7).About the AuthorJason R. Rich is the
bestselling author of more than 55 books, including How to Do Everything Digital Photography,
How To Do Everything iPhone 5, and How To Do Everything MacBook Air. He is also a regular
contributor to Geek magazine and currently has more than 12,500 Twitter followers
(@JasonRich7).
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited. Pages 15 - 252 are not included in this sample. Pages
267 - 268 are not included in this sample.
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David E. Kerridge, “What I think about iCloud. It is a good book, but it takes a lot of reading and
re-reading, simply because the concept of iCloud is high tech and it is a bunch to absorb, but the
information is there, but getting it out of the book and into that area between your ears can be
daunting.”

Athelan Hardy, “Like. Understand it great had no problems reading it.”

Ronald M. Carrier, “A useful guide to iCloud. Due to a variety of circumstances, I decided to start
using iCloud instead of my work computer to back up my iPad. Rich's book made it clear what I
needed to do and what I could expect. I don't have any other Apple products, so I'm not using all
the features of iCloud. But if I do end up using them, I'll definitely use this book as a guide.”

G C, “Easy to read. Detailed and informative. Easy to read.”

debra Stickler, “Four Stars. Very good”

C. S. Winter, “Easy to read and understand.. Must be the very first computer manual that I have
read from beginning to end, which says something for it. Well written and easy to understand. I
would highly recommend this book to anyone who wants to get to grips with the many things that
Apple's amazing iCloud is able to do. The book tends to repeat itself along the line, but I find this
most useful. Many seem to believe that they understand iCloud, but I doubt very this very much
after reading this book. The author seems to cover so many hidden aspects, so in in my opinion
it is well worth buying of this reason alone. At the end of there day the seems to be very little
available on this important subject, what is about glosses over or indeed misses out completely
the many items covered by this book. Would have given the manual "5" stars had it ben in
colour, and a darker font used by the printers, but that is hardly down to the author is it?”

Mr. P. Harvey, “How to Do Everything: iCloud, Second Edition. I have recently started using the
iCloud and I have obtained a number of books on the subject. I am currently studying this 'How
to Do Everything' book. This is an excellent book for the beginner and a useful reference for
experienced iCloud users. I was in two minds about giving this book a 4 or 5 star rating but
decided upon '4-stars' because this book is in need updating. A lot has happened with the
development of the iCloud and Cloud technology in general. A 'Third Edition' of this book would
gain a '5-star' rating. Recommended.”

rjklandrake, “Cleverly written, easy to understand.. Helped update about the cloud. I know that
you can get iCloud information via the internet but having a hard copy always beneficial.”



denis, “excellent condition. As a book. Arrived when promised, excellent condition. As a book,
extremely useful, good descriptors and examples.”

musicman, “Four Stars. informative”

The book by Yamuna Devi has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 55 people have provided feedback.
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